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In last 20 years internet became as an empire. Lets remember the history, even the there were greatest emperors
Caesar, Macedonian, Temurlane who could make their strong empire. But they spent much time and effort to rich
it. These great persons of history couldn’t build up their empire as stronger as internet. So, it is not a secret that
the internet is uniting over 2 billion people all around the world and so large area as one empire. Internet became
as 24 hours, non-stop working society, with a help of revolutionary changes in the sphere of communication and
informational technology of science. Some people, organizations, or countries that use the terrorism as a weapon
begin to use world global informational system. In a result of it the new type of terrorism appeared. It is an
informational terrorism. The information, interpretation and communication are the trio. And the main of them is
communication. The world in which we are existing now has some lack of intellectual product than antic world.
But the ways of transferring information dramatically developed then antic time. So, who rules the information
channels and communication he rules over the direction of information. Now information is a product, money and
even main object in policy.
Nowadays, according to the objective and subjective results terror and terrorism have different types. With a help
of destructive unease terror and terrorism appears arrogance, ruthless, anger and other negative feelings.
Terrorism has a lot of views. Some of them are killing, braking, kidnapping, devastation, destroying political
opponents, attack to the peaceful people and etc. Even in holy books as ―Koran‖, ―Bible‖ we can see the first
signs of terrorism. According to ―Bible‖ Coin who killed his own brother Avila says as a first terrorist. And in
―Koran‖ a man Kobil did the first criminal by killing his own brother. Progress of terrorism and terror is
connected with scientific discoveries. In the past terrorist use their physical power as a arm than weapons, bombs,
airplanes and etc. And now they begin to use the last human discoveries- informational technologies and
communications.
Today incomparable scientific discoveries, great technological possibilities and spreading information is getting
global scale are intensively developing all over the world. To posses them is very useful capital, because
information plays main role in adopting different types of resolutions. Information became as a real power in 21 st
century. It has more powerful effects to the country, society and citizen than political, economical and even
military affects. Generally, informational terrorism is a new type of terror in the global informational arena. It
gives negative affect to informational psychological circumstances of society and government, to global and local
informational system. It is a criminal act that gives negative affect to people and their psyches with help of Mass
Media or to inconstant informational-psychical and social situation of one country or continent.
Besides, informational terrorism has power of brake into system and it can produce political and social crisis.
Informational terrorism is powerful and more effective then the terrorism which uses guns and exploding objects.
There are two types of carrying out of informational terrorism. First one- the object of it is human being,
especially his psychology. So, informational terrorism is a psycho-intellectual diversion. It may destroy the mind
and normal condition of human. The second way is adjusted to informational resources, objects which are
controlled digitally and other communicational systems. We can see how powerful our identification is, if we look
through Uzbek history. In 13th century Chingizkhan occupied Middle Asia and ruled 150 years. With the help of
assimulation that after one century of occupying Mongolian customs, culture, religion joined with local nation’s
traditions. It meant that conqueror’s culture lost in many sphere so Mongolians spoke in Turkish and accepted
Islam.
The President of Uzbekistan Islam Karimov wrote a book with a name ―Great morality- invincible power‖. And
it proves that the President felt that there is more powerful and dangerous affects of personal and religious
identification. And he wants to warn uzbek people, especially intellectual ones. If you read the book you will
understand that President tries to explain how to protect our (uzbek) nation from the negative effects of
informational attack.
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Also you will know main solve of crudeness is enlightenment. Besides constantly and educationally delivering
this book from informational channels in Uzbekistan to the people is effective immunity against the informational
terrorism and its attacks. Even economical and social, military powerful country as USA uses immunity to protect
its citizen from ideological attacks.
Generally, people of USA have protection against the terroristic virus or idea. Most of American people have
patriotic upbringing and they believe to the fundamental traditions of their society. So, fundamental tradition
makes cultural core, and cultural core encompasses human imagination, education and experience, tradition and
signs in the life. As stable is cultural core as powerful is will power of community who wants to help existent
order. And oppositely weakness of cultural core is beginning of getting weak of his will power and can make a
base for revolution. One of the main aim of informational terrorism is to disorientate and disintegrate human
mind and to change of human’s informational confidents to each other. It makes horror and panic among people.
Besides, it puts in end faith among them. As a result, people lose their humanity, natural demand which has since
thousand years.
I think that government should implement several ways of protect its citizen from informational terrorism or other
informational threats. The first way is to be against attacks to the human identification. This way may implement
in two branches. First one is to obstruct informational system.
As a conclusion I want to emphasize that history of human composed of combat between good and harm. If harm
is in the high stage human will be among crudeness, ruin, crisis and war, if good in the throne human lives in
piece, kindness and calmness. So, the future of human destiny depends on him.
The second one is to absorb to the human mind, great cultural heritage and teach the children about national
identification from the early years, to make them physiologically, physically powerful. Intellectual bases of
independent and free society are needy for protection. Intellectual protection is to give nation about democratic
tradition to the society and realize them. And the main thing is to teach people solve the problems in peaceful way
by the discussing, voting and argumentation.
Studying deeper about informational terrorism and we can find that it can also destroy personal and religious
identification in human. If someone loses personal and religious identification he will lose his core and he will be
disappeared as a person and nation. Soviet Union used informational terrorism for the countries which were in it
and also for Uzbekistan. So, uzbek people were disconnected from its national language, religion, history and
culture. Soviet government made up the new rules and lows which were not acceptable from mental point of
view. But uzbek people had strong religious and personal identification which kept them from losing their core.
The basis of the religion is a trust. Trust is a main emotional conception of human being. It appears in human’s
life when he starts to realize himself and nearly never leaves him. It will not be a mistake if we call identification
of person or nation is collection of traditions which were left by last ancestors, the collection of specific customs,
traditions, condition of life and others which were appeared thousand years ago. But the core is concerned only to
this nation, only to this people.
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